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[CedCommerce Order Delete] 
CedCedcommerce Order Delete is a simple module for Magento E-commerce platform, which 
provides you the functionality to delete the orders by mass action or individually. As Magento 
does not provides the order delete functionality and deleting orders from database is not a 
good practice, so this module provides you the facility to hide orders from the sales order grid 
and restricts the collection on the basis of several parameters like date range, order status and 
payment methods etc. 
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Overview 
CedCommerce Order Delete is a simple module for the Magento E-commerce platform, which 

provides you the facility to delete the orders by mass action or individually. Magento does not 

provide order delete functionality, so this module lets you hide and delete orders from the 

sales order grid and restricts the collection on the basis of several parameters like date range, 

order status and payment methods etc.  

 

You can also see the Hidden orders list and make them visible again whenever you need them. 

You can make necessary changes from the module’s configuration settings for listing the hidden 

orders in the sales grid. 

 

It also provides the functionality to see the list of deleted orders but these orders cannot be 

made visible. Moreover, the data of the deleted orders can also be exported from there either 

in csv or in Excel format for future reference. 

 

Module Settings 
This module has simple Configuration settings:- 

 

 

Select the user 

from the available 

admin users 
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- Enable: This setting shows whether the module is enabled or disabled. 

- Enable Trash Order: This setting shows whether you want the deleted order to be listed 

in the order delete list or not. 

- Block: This is by default 'Mage_Adminhtml_Block_Sales_Order_Grid' which is the 

default Magento sales grid class. If you have customized your sales grid then you can put 

the new grid class for delete and hide order functionality. 

- Admin User(s): Here you can choose the admin user to whom the delete and hide order 

functionality should be made available. By default it is available to all the admin users 

 

 

Hide Order Setting 

  

- Hide order By Date Range: You can hide orders by setting date range here. Orders lying 

within the given date range are not visible in order grid. 

- Hide Order(s): You can hide orders by their status. The orders having this status will not 

be visible in the order grid. 

- Hide by Payment method: You can hide the orders or any particular payment method 

by selecting them from here. 

Hide Orders by 

status 

Hide Orders by 

Payment Methods 
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Sales Order Grid 

The sales order grid displays the list of orders placed till date and this page can be opened by 

selecting Sales > Orders from the menu bar. In the orders grid that appears, to hide the orders 

from the grid “Hide” option should be selected from the “Actions” dropdown, then the 

checkboxes of the orders to be hidden should be checked and finally “Submit” button adjacent 

to the “Actions” dropdown should be clicked so as to hide the selected orders from the grid. 

 

 

 

 

Delete Orders 

The orders can be deleted from the Order View page, of the particular order that is to be 

deleted, by clicking the “Delete” button at the top right corner. 

 

Hide option can be 

selected to delete 

the orders 

Orders to be deleted 

can be selected from 

here 

Delete button can be 

used to delete the order 
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The orders can also be deleted directly from the orders grid by selecting the orders to be 

deleted and then choosing the “Delete” option from the mass “Actions” dropdown and clicking 

on the “Submit” button (as shown in the above screenshot of Sales Order Grid). 

 

Note: - The difference between the deleted orders and hidden orders is that, the hidden orders 

can be resumed anytime but, the deleted orders cannot be resumed at all. 

 

Support 
If you need support or have questions directly related to CedCommerce Order Delete Addon, 

please use our Online Message Form to contact our support team or send us an email at 

support@cedcommerce.com  

 Best Regards,  

                                                                                     CedCommerce Team 

mailto:support@cedcommerce.com

